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About This Content
A collaboration DLC with a remarkable game, "A Healer Only Lives Twice"!
This DLC contains a total of 95 models: original 48 unique and cute characters from "A Healer Only Lives Twice" (26
models + 22 color variations) and additional 45 color variations and also 2 main characters, a knight and a priest. The exact
motions from the original game, "A Healer Only Lives Twice", were implemented to these models, so after purchasing it, you
can create dynamic 3D battles and wonderful scenes right away.
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This DLC includes a game file of an adventure game, "Iron Will"!
This DLC includes a game file, "Iron Will" made by Pon Pon Games, and the purchasers can see its techniques and also edit it
to create fun fictions.

*This resource pack can be used regardless of commercial or non-commercial with royalty-free within only games
which are rendered by SMILE GAME BUILDER.

More information about the original game of "A Healer Only Lives Twice"
http://store.steampowered.com/app/453300/A_Healer_Only_Lives_Twice/
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Title: SMILE GAME BUILDER A Healer Only Lives Twice Character Resource Pack
Genre: Design & Illustration, Web Publishing
Developer:
Pon Pon Games
Publisher:
SmileBoom Co.Ltd.
Release Date: 19 Jul, 2017
7ad7b8b382
Minimum:
OS: Microsoft® Windows7/8/10 (32/64bit)
Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo processor or AMD Athlon™ 64
Memory: 2 MB RAM
Graphics: Intel HD graphics 4400 or more, Radeon HD graphics 5430 or more, OpenGL 3.0 or more
DirectX: Version 9.0c
Storage: 800 MB available space
Additional Notes: Performance is not guaranteed under a virtual or emulated environment.

English,Japanese
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Pretty amazing DLC. Keep what it promises and includes also a fun game, which you can not stop playing because it is so good.
This DLC contain lots of useful characters for many game projects (2 main characters, a knight and a priest are also included),
and 95 models. Those who know "A Healer Only Lives Twice" -game will also be a big fan of this DLC
Big PLUS is that this DLC includes a game file Iron Will, it\u00b4s a interesting and compelling game and I was very suprised
how funny and useful it was. You can learn a lot about making a new kind of games when you see Iron Will techniques AND
you can also edit it anyhow you wan\u00b4t to create fun fictions.
+ Iron Will -editable game, which allows you to learn techniques
+ lots of new kind of heros and enemies
+ dynamic 3D battles and wonderful scenes
+ The exact motions from the original game, "A Healer Only Lives Twice", were implemented to these models
- buildings is not included in the DLC
- no possibility to edit this DLC characters in SmileGameBuilder characters editor, altought I didn\u00b4t find a way
Worth the price.. Neat sample and great gameplay!
Absolutely love this, this is a great start for puzzle 3D game and the models are perfect for it too.
Will be waiting for more from Pon Pon :D
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